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Blue Demons Representing In The Desert

All four active members had
the chance to spend an entire week at
104 AEPi convention proves to be big one for Beta Delta
convention after they all participated
in a pre-convention institute.
Chad Rubin and Jonah
Goodman both took part in the
Hineni institute where they learned
more about their jewish identity and
how to better the world. Will
Rosenberg and Aleks Gleyzer were
able to participate in the Michael
Leven Institute, which was lead by
beta delta alumnus Josh Sushan,
where they met with distinguished
alumni and developed their business
skills. Rosenberg and Gleyzer were
From left to right: Jonah Goodman (soph.), Chad Rubin (senior), Will Rosenberg
part of the first Leven group that was
(Junior), Max Green (alum), Michael Waitz (alum), Aleks Gleyzer (senior), David
Borim (alum), Josh Sushan (alum).
a given a case study to participate and
speak in.
This past August DePaul’s AEPi chapter sent 4
The largest news of the week
th
active members to Las Vegas for AEPi’s 104
came
from
Supreme Council where
international convention. Along with these members, a
alumnus Michael Waitz was voted in
few alumni joined in for what proved to be a
to the Supreme Council of Alpha
ceremonial convention for the Beta Delta chapter and
Epsilon Pi. Waitz is the youngest
its members and alumni.
member of the board at 30 years
young and the first ever Beta Delta
Notable Dates for September
member to be part of the council.
Beta Delta proved to be a
Sept. 3, 2017
Sept. 6, 2017
Sept. 21-22, 2017
notable chapter as it only took 9 years
High Holidays
All active members Classes begin for
for an alumnus to join the supreme
all undergraduate
begin with Rosh
return back for the
council from chartering, proving to be
the fastest chapter in the world to do
and graduate
Hashanah starting
first chapter of the
students
the evening of Sept so.
year.
21.
th
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Chapter Advisor
Receives Praise From
Community

FALL 2017
Stu Lasky, founding father and current
chapter advisor, was recognized this past May at the
FSL awards for his work the past year as chapter
advisor. Stu has spent the past 3 years acting as
chapter advisor and helping the undergraduate
members develop.
“It is humbling to be nominated by the
chapter and recognized & awarded by the school.
The award is more of a testament to how successful
the chapter has been since becoming chapter adviser.
Nothing is more rewarding that walking into chapter
and seeing a room full of motivated undergrads
working together trying to make a difference in the
community.” Lasky said.

Stuat LaSky, and Aleks Gleyzer,
receiving Chapter advisor of the year
award at the FSL awards

Graduates Off and
Running Out of The Gates
Caleb Bromberg (2016) and Michael
Mont (2017) have wasted no time after their
graduations finding what they love to do. As
both men have begun the initial stage in their
careers, their paths are different but focused on
familiar traits incorporated in AEPi: faith and
Persevernace.
Bromberg is starting his first year in
Temple Shalom where he is the youth
engagement & curriculum coordinator. He
focuses on all programming for the 3 youth
groups at temple Shalom along with curriculum
for the entire school ranging from prekindergarten to 12th grade. Bromberg cites his
relationship with Judaism was a proponent for
his current position and career along with the
ability to have a social justice focus in teaching.
“My Judaism has gone through a lot of
eb and flow through the year. It’s important that
I provide young people with the opportunity to
have a relationship with their Jewish history,
practice and culture.” Bromberg said.

Lasky played a huge role in advising with
chapter events and finances, utilizing his skills as a
financial advisor to provide insight into chapter
budgeting and projections. Lasky’s active presence in
the chapter has been keen in the morale of the
chapter as he constantly goes out to meet new
members coming in and all active members in the
chapter as well.
After being nominated with a group of 28
from the entire community, Lasky won the Chapter
Advisor of the Year award for the 2016-2017 school
year. After his great work this past year, Stu and the
chapter look forward for the upcoming year and a
possible repeat winner.

Michael Mont, 2017 graduate, began his
career adventures before graduation with constant
work on his app, VenYou, which he states is a
combination of tinder and Groupon matching people
together based on what they do on Groupon. Along
with this, Mont has began his first year as a Risk
Assurance associate at PwC, one of the premier firms
in the country.
“I’m trying to balance the app and PwC, but
they are both very different worlds. PwC is pretty
tough and the hours are longer but I’m aready
getting clients and seeing success. I always wanted to
do my own thing and the app was the quickest and
most interesting way to do that.” Mont said.
As both men begin the early stages of their
new careers, their desire for change and success
continue to help them.
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Here’s an update to all and any chapter positions leading up to the Fall Quarter

Master: Jacob Taglianetti
Lt. Master: Benji Shefler
Scribe: Matthew Reynolds
Excehquer: Aleks Gleyzer
Sentinel: Jake Dorochenko
Pledgemaster: Charles
Gelman
Rush Chair: Alec Chall

Jewish Heriatge Chair: Sawyer
Schwartz
Marketing: Brent Leibowitz
Philanthropy Chair: Nick Valkanas
Athletics Chair: Kyle Gordon
Alumni Relations: Aleks Gleyzer
Academics Chair: Charles Gelman
Social Chair: Benji Shefler
Civics Chair: Michael Penso
Israel Engagement Chair: Jake
Dorochenko
Standards: Will Rosenberg

Want to be featured? Contact Aleks Gleyzer with your life
updates at gleyzer2@gmail.com or at 847-401-6269
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